The continuous control of rehabilitation robots based on surface electromyography (sEMG) is a natural control strategy that can ensure human safety and ease the discomfort of human-machine coupling. However, current models for estimating movement of the upper limb focus on two dimensions movement, and models of three dimensions movement are too complex. In this paper, a simple-structure temporal information-based model for upper limb motion was proposed. An experiment of the multijoint motion of the upper limb was carried out. We studied the touching motion and the compound task motion of the upper limbs. The touch motor task consists of three tasks, namely, shoulder abduction, shoulder forward bend and finger-nose. The compound tasks include driving and fetching objects. Three-dimensional upper limb movement data and sEMG signals of seven upper limb muscles were recorded from seven healthy subjects. Model training was carried out after data preprocessing and feature extraction. Then, 120 s of upper limb motion data was used to verify the performance of the model proposed in this paper. The estimated accuracy of the model for the touch tasks was 0.9171, and it was 0.8109 for compound tasks. Compared to the multilayer perception (MLP) model, a 13.57% reduction in the root-mean-square error (RSME) was observed. The results show that the model has good accuracy for estimating the angular motion of the upper limb and that it has the potential to be applied for three-dimensional motion control in an upper limb mirror-image therapy rehabilitation robot.
method [5] , [6] is noncontact and does not bother people, it has strict scene requirements, and systematic errors can be caused by changes in light, scene transformation and person occlusion. Moreover, there are privacy issues in the visualbased approach that may lead to negative emotions in patients who are under the lens. The inertial sensor-based method is more direct. Upper limb rehabilitation robots based on inertial sensors, accelerometers and other physical signals have been widely studied [7] , [8] . However, the time lag of the signal processing and the system response leads to significant human-machine coupling problems. Moreover, since the state of the upper limb muscles cannot be obtained, rehabilitation robots lack feedback about the physiological state of the patient during rehabilitation training. sEMG is the sum of the action potentials generated by the movement of muscle motor units, and its signal generation is 20-200 ms ahead of an action [9] . Since sEMG directly reflects the movement state of each muscle and can reflect the movement intentions of the human body [10] , it can better establish the humanmachine cooperative closed-loop control system of rehabilitation robots. Compared with inertial sensors, sEMG has more potential to realize man-machine collaboration.
Current approaches for sEMG based on continuous motion estimation mainly focus on physiological muscle models and neural network models. Physiological model-based systems include kinematic models [11] , dynamic models [12] and musculoskeletal models [13] . The HILL muscle model is the most widely used. Although the above model achieves a good fit for single-joint motion regression, a large number of physiological parameters that are difficult to measure make the model difficult to train. In addition, when modeling multiple joints with multiple degrees of freedom, the redundant control of human muscles makes the model very complex [14] .
Compared with physiological muscle models, neural network models are more direct and convenient approach. neural network models used to extract the continuous movement features of multiple joints from sEMG. The strong fitting ability of the neural network makes it possible to achieve continuous control based on electromyography. A large number of studies focus on the study of single-joint motion [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] . Multilayer perception (MLP), back propagation neural networks (BPNNs) and other neural networks have successfully realized continuous estimation of the multiple degrees of freedom of the angular motion of a single joint. Due to the wide range of combinations and the continuous movement of the shoulder and elbow joints, there are more motion changes in these joints compared with a single joint. Studies on the multiple degrees of freedom of the shoulder and elbow mainly focus on two-dimensional plane motion. Some studies have studied the planar motion of the shoulder and elbow joints, for example, in the hydroplane [19] , [20] and sagittal plane [21] , and have achieved sufficient control estimation accuracy. However, these studies are limited to the two-dimensional plane movement of the exoskeleton, which limits the freedom of limb movement, increases the maladjustment and changes the rehabilitation effect of human-machine coupling. In the process of rehabilitation training, the movement of the human body is mostly three-dimensional. Continuous estimation of shoulder and elbow joint movement can effectively reduce the lack of adaptability of human-machine coupling in rehabilitation machines, provide safer assistance, and thus improve the effects of the rehabilitation. Therefore, a three-dimensional motion estimation model suitable for simultaneous estimation of shoulder and elbow joints with multiple degrees of freedom is needed.
However, three-dimensional motions have rarely been studied [22] [23] [24] . The switching regime model [22] , the state-space model [23] and the MLP model [24] are state-of-the-art models. The accuracy of the switching regime model, which switches according to the requirements of the motion, is affected by the diversity of switch models. The state-space model has an empirical coefficient that must be set according to the situation. Furthermore, the state-space model lacks the shoulder spin degree of freedom that results in the forearm posture not being determined. While these methods have shown promising results, their sophisticated parameters make it difficult to train the models. Compared with the switching regime model and the state-space model, the MLP model is easier to train. With outstanding performance, MLP model is commonly used in the study of multiangle regression model based on sEMG. However, the human body achieves smooth movement through a fast-rough and slow-fine motion strategy [25] [26] [27] [28] which makes the motion have a time-dependent context. Due to the lack of temporal information of motion, addressing the nonlinear sEMG signals caused by the motion strategies remains a great challenge for the MLP model.
Recurrent neural network (RNN) is a family of neural networks in which there are feedback loops in the system and widely used in deep learning. RNN shows its strength of capturing temporal information in sequential signals. Long short-term memory (LSTM), which is developed from RNN, overcomes the problem of gradient disappearance in an RNN and can model long-term dependence problems. Currently there have been some researches on deep learning models based on sEMG [29] , [30] . C-RNN models shows a good performance in trajectory regression of upper extremity [31] . Deep learning shows a great prospect in sEMG signal applications. However, to our knowledge, there are few researches of LSTM-based models on regression multi-joint movement.
In this paper, an easily trained, temporal informationdependent model of upper limb motions was proposed. Specifically, in this research, we proposed a LSTMbased [32] three-dimensional motion estimation model of upper limbs with four DoFs. The time dimension information of the sEMG signal was used to estimate the angular motion of shoulder abduction, forward flexion, spin and elbow flexion. Three-dimensional motion data of the upper limbs of seven healthy subjects were collected to verify the effectiveness of the proposed model. During the experiment, sEMG data of seven upper limb superficial muscles for each VOLUME 7, 2019 subject were collected. The angular motion of each joint of the subject's upper limbs was obtained by the motion capture system, and the estimated values of the model in this paper were compared with the measured values of the camera system. Additionally, the influence of human upper limb movement strategies on this model was studied.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS A. PARTICIPANTS
Seven healthy subjects participated in the experiment. They were seven males with no neurological, sensorimotor, or orthopedic impairments, as shown in table 1. All subjects understood the experiment and performed the task correctly. They all gave their informed consent before participating in the experiment. 
B. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The training tasks included 3 touch tasks and 2 compound tasks. The touch tasks were shoulder abduction (SA), shoulder forward flexion (SFF), and finger-nose (FN). The compound activities were a driving simulation (DS) and fetching an object (FO). Before the training, the subjects' arms were held naturally, perpendicular to the ground, their torso was naturally upright, and the palm of their hand was parallel to the sagittal plane of their body; this was the neutral position for all tasks in the experiment. As shown in Fig. 1 , when performing action SA, the arm moved in the coronal plane of the human body, and the range of motion was neutral to the point where the arm was parallel to the horizontal plane. In the SFF action, the arm moved in the sagittal plane of the human body, with the range of motion being neutral, and the arm was parallel to the horizontal plane. In the FN action, the arm moved from the neutral position until the middle index finger was completely touching the nose. There are two kinds of compound task, as shown in Fig.2 , which can be divided into three parts: reaching, executing and return action. In the DS task, subject reach and hold the wheel. Then subject rotates the steering wheel 180 • clockwise and rotates the steering wheel 180 • counterclockwise. At last the subject moves his upper limb back to the neutral position, as shown in the Fig.2 (A). In the FO task, the subject touches the object. Then the subject moves and puts back the object. At last the subject moves his upper limb back to the neutral position, as shown in the Fig.2 
sEMG have time-varying characteristics, which makes the accuracy of the model significantly decrease after 30s [24] . Therefore, long-term tasks can test the robustness of the model to time. To prevent fatigue, subjects repeated the exercise for about 120s. During the data collection process, the execution cycle of each action is 8s. In the first 5s, the subjects perform the motions. Then, keep in neutral position and relax in the last 3s. each task was performed 45 times in total. To reduce the variability of motion, participants repeated the 15 times for each session. 3 data collection sessions were performed for each task. Five minutes of rest were given between each session to prevent muscle fatigue.
C. DATA ACQUISITION
The sEMG and upper limb angular motion data were acquired by the upper limb movement data acquisition system, as shown in Fig. 3 . sEMG data were acquired by a commercial EMG acquisition system (Ultium TM Biomechanics System, Noraxon Ltd, USA) with a frequency of 2000 Hz. A Vicon system (Vicon, Vicon Motion Systems Ltd, Oxford, UK) with 10 cameras was adopted to record the angular motion of the upper limbs. The sampling frequency of the Vicon system was 100 Hz. The electromyography system and Vicon system were acquired synchronously by means of synchronous trigger.
1) sEMG DATA ACQUISITION
The collection of the sEMG signals was strictly in accordance with the recommended standards [33] , [34] . sEMG of seven superficial muscles that are responsible for the main movements in the 5 tasks used in this article were recorded. These muscles were the brachioradialis muscle (BM), biceps brachialis (BB), triceps brachialis (TB), posterior deltoid (PD), middle deltoid (MD), anterior deltoid (AD) and pectoralis major (PM). The electrodes were placed as shown in Fig. 4(A) . The surface electrode material was AgCl, and the distance between the electrodes was 2 cm. The direction of the electrodes was parallel to the muscle fibers. Prior to placing the surface electrodes, we wiped the skin surface with alcohol to reduce skin impedance. Then, the 1st-7th channels of the 16-channel sEMG acquisition instrument were used to collect original sEMG signals.
With an amplitude range of 100-5000 uV and a frequency component of 0-500 Hz [35] , the sEMG signals were amplified 1000 times and filtered through a 10-500 Hz bandpass filter.
2) MOTION DATA ACQUISITION
As shown in Fig.4(B) , reference to [26] , [36] , the upper limb rigid body motion model was established. Four marks and three marks clusters were used to construct four coordinate systems. Each mark clusters consists of four marks. Four marks evenly distributed along the right -angle side, where the origin is the marker on the intersection of two right angles. As shown in Fig.4(B) , marks1 to 4 are used to establish the trunk coordinate system. They are placed at the spinous process of the 7th cervical vertebra(C7), processus spinosus of the 8th thoracic vertebra (T8), deepest point of Incisura jugularis (IJ) and processus xiphoideus (PX). As shown in Fig.4(B) , Those three mark-clusters are place near the peak of Most dorsal point on the acromioclavicular joint, lateral epicondyle and caput radii respectively. The coordinate system formed by the three coordinate clusters is named as AC, UA and FA respectively. Figure 5 shows the flow chart of data acquisition, preprocess and model training in this paper. First, the original data of upper limb sEMG signals and motion angles were collected synchronously. By means of sliding average window, the data dimension of sEMG signal and motion signal was processed to obtain the time-domain characteristic value of sEMG signal at time t window, and the time-domain characteristics of every muscles constituted the eigenvector. The forward kinematics was used to calculate the angles of each joint, and the motion angles of each joint constituted the label vector L t . Each training vector can calculate as T t = {X t , L t }.
III. METHODS

A. sEMG PROCESSING
Processing of the sEMG signals was implemented with MAT-LAB 2017a (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, USA). As shown in Fig. 6 , processing consisted of two parts: preprocessing and feature extraction. During preprocessing, a 20-200 Hz bandpass filter (Butterworth filter with 0.1 dB passband ripple and 50 dB stopband attenuation) was used to remove ECG interference, a 50 Hz (Butterworth filter) notch wave filter was used to remove power frequency interference, and an envelope was extracted. Due to the slow change in the sEMG signals in a short time, a window length of 10 ms was selected to make the EMG data dimensionally consistent with the movement data. To date, time domain, frequency domain, and time-frequency domain features have been widely used for the analysis and processing of sEMG signals [37] . The fact that they are less timeconsuming to process and have better real-time performance makes time domain features more suitable for our research compared with the features of the frequency domain and time-frequency domain. The energy and complexity features of time domain shows good effects on classification [38] . Therefore, we selected four commonly used time domain features to establish feature vectors. These features were the root mean square (RMS), variance (VAR), mean absolute value (MAV) and waveform length (WL). RMS is the square root of the average power of the sEMG signals; MAV is the absolute value of the sEMG signals; VAR is a measure of the sEMG power and WL can reflect the complexity of the sEMG signal. The four sEMG features are described below:
where i is the channel number, t is the analysis window number, k is the number of points in the t-th analysis window, and M is the total number of data points in the analysis window (M = 20).
There were 28 features from 7 channel signals in total. The feature vectors in t window can be defined as:
The joint motion angles were calculated based on forward kinematics. The calculation process is as follows:
The first step is to establish the upper limb coordinate system. The basis vector of each coordinate system can be expressed as: 
where m i l is the l-th marker coordinate in the i-th coordinate system (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), p i lk is the vector of m i l and m i k . p i 21 and p i 31 is the direction vector of x axis and y axis. e i x , e i y and e i z is the unit vector of x, y and z axis, respectively. According the equation (6), the basis vectors of the 4 coordinate systems were calculated, the rotation matrix of each coordinate system was expressed as R 0 , R 1 , R 2 , and R 3 .
The second step is to establish the correction matrix. To eliminate the setting errors, an initial calibration was conducted by calculating the neutral position state, taking the average value of the first 300 frames of each coordinate system for calibration. To make the initial coordinate direction of each coordinate system parallel, the correction matrix P 1 0 , P 2 0 and P 3 0 can be calculated as follows:
where R i c is the initial matrix of i-th coordinate system (i = 0, 1, 2, 3), e i xavr , e i yavr and e i zavr respectively represent the unit vector, of x , y and z axis, which calculated by the average value of the first 300 frames of i-th coordinate system (i = 0, 1, 2, 3).
In the last step, the rotation matrix of each frame is calculated as a function of the motion of the joint angle. The forward kinematics method is used to obtain the relative rotation matrix R 2 1 and R 3 2 as follows: The Euler angle is calculated according to the relative rotation matrix:
The shoulder's degrees of freedom are defined as shoulder abduction/adduction (SAA), shoulder flexion/ extension (SFE), shoulder pronation/supination (SPS), The Euler angle α, β and γ respectively represent the motion angles of SAA, SEF and SPS. while θ represents the angular motion of the elbow flexion/extension (EFE). Therefore, the label vector can be expressed as L t = {α t , β t , γ t , θ t }.
C. JOINT ANGLE ESTIMATION NETWORK
As shown in Fig.7(A) , full connections are used between MLP layers. During the t-th time window, MLP gets the sEMG feature vector X t and learns to map the sEMG feature to the shoulder and elbow joint angels. Due to lack of Shared parameters in the time series, the context information is not available to MLP. LSTM, as shown in Fig.7(B) , is a network that shares time step weights through hidden unit internal connections to obtain dynamic timing information [39] . An LSTM unit consists of an input gate i t , an output gate o t , a memory unit c t , and a forgetting gate f t , as shown in Fig. 7(C) . The results of the LSTM cells are as follows:
where m(m = 1,2,3) is the number of LSTM layers. Due to the superiority of LSTM in timing signal processing, the network structure shown in Fig. 7(B) was established. The network results were subdivided into 3 LSTM layers with 20 neurons in each layer. The input was X t , which is the eigenvector of each muscle at t-th time window.
To prevent overfitting of the deep network, the dropout method was used. The dropout was set at 0.5 in this paper. The mean square error was taken as the loss function, and L2 regularization was used to prevent overfitting.
where y reg are the estimated motion angles from output layer of LSTM. l reg are the real joint angles calculated from motion capture system. All the data analyses were performed on the experimental data recorded from the seven able-bodied subjects. Two of three sessions were chosen to training model by random. The rest of data were taken as the test set. In the training process for this model, the leave-one-out method was used to verify model performance, with 80% of the data used as the training set and 20% of the data used as the verification set.
D. PERFORMANCE INDEX
The coefficient of determination (R 2 ) and the root-meansquare error (RSME) were introduced to evaluate the performance of the estimated motions. The R 2 and RMSE were calculated as follows:
(y reg (t) − l reg (t)) 2 (17) where l reg (t) , l reg (t), y reg (t), are respectively the real joint angle calculated from motion capture system, its average over time and its estimates from only EMG signals at time instant t. The value range of R 2 is (−∞, 1). The closer the value is to 1, the better estimation effect will be. Smaller value of RMSE is, the better estimation effect will be. MLP network model is a network structure with 3 hidden layers, 20 neurons in each layer. The neurons in the hidden layers and output layer had a tangent sigmoid transfer function and a linear transfer function respectively [24] . All the network models output 4 joint angles at the same time. To avoid article redundancy, R 2 and RSME results were the average of 7 subjects. Fig. 8 is an example of the upper limb angular motion for a subject performing the FN task. the solid blue line is the angle of the real measurement, the solid red line is the estimated angle from the model proposed in this paper and the solid green line is the estimated angle from the MLP model. Fig. 8 shows that in terms of tracking for 120 s, the global R 2 coefficient for 120 s with the MLP model was 0.8651. The LSTM model had better fitting accuracy than the MLP model, and the global R 2 coefficient for 120 s was 0.9449, which was the highest accuracy for all subjects. The estimation error mainly occurred at the beginning of the motion. Tables 2 and 3 show the average regression accuracy R 2 for the three touch actions. The accuracy of the model fit for the three actions based on the model in this paper was over 90%. FN had the best accuracy of 0.9245 (STD = 0.0224). The accuracy of the model fit for all tasks was higher than that of the MLP model. Among the three touch tasks, the R 2 accuracy increased 3.78% (SA), 3.56% (SFF) and 3.42% (FN), and the RSME reduced by 16.48%, 12.26%, and 17.04%, respectively.
IV. RESULTS
A. MODEL PERFOREMANCE
As shown in tables 4 and 5, in the compound tasks, the R 2 and RSME of the model presented in this paper were as follows: for DS, R 2 = 0.8068 (STD = 0.0607) and RSME = 5.8612 • (STD = 1.0990) and for FO, R 2 = 0.8149 (STD = 0.0620) and RSME= 6.2347 • (STD = 1.5290). All of them were better than those of the MLP models. The R 2 accuracy increased by 6.21% (DS) and 5.69% (FO), and the RSME was reduced by 13.18% and 12.02%, respectively.
The average precision of the five tasks is shown in Fig. 9 . For the touch task, the average accuracy of the model fit for the model proposed in this paper was 0.9171, and the average accuracy of the model fit for the compound task was 0.8109, both of which were higher than those for the MLP model (0.8843 and 0.7514, respectively). Comparison between MLP to LSTM is realized using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by the post-hoc Tukey test with a significance level of 0.05. As shown in Fig.9 , there is statistically significant difference between MLP to LSTM in five categories motion (p < 0.05).
Additionally, as shown in tables 6 and 7, the average values of the R 2 and RSME for each joint among the 5 tasks were calculated. The global R 2 accuracy was 0.8556 (STD = ±0.0600), and the global RSME was 6.1833 (STD = ±0.6583). Overall, the R 2 of the LSTM model was 3.77% higher and the RSME was 13.57% lower than in the MLP models. 
B. ERROR ANALYSIS
The accuracy of the model fits for compound tasks was significantly lower than that of the three touch tasks, and task DS achieved the lowest accuracy among the tasks. As shown in Fig. 10 , the motion trajectory for the driving simulation was obtained according to the angular motion. The R 2 coefficient for DS was 0.8126, and the RMSE of the Y-X plane was 4.1535 ± 0.700 cm. The RMSE of the Z-X plane was 2.359 ± 0.04 cm. The Z-Y plane RMSE was 9.067 ± 0.65 cm. The main errors were concentrated in the Z-Y plane, namely, the sagittal plane. The motion in the sagittal plane was mainly a combination of shoulder flexion and elbow flexion. As shown in table 6, the accuracy of the model fit for the elbow joint was significantly lower than that of the other three joints. The error for DS was mainly caused by the low estimation accuracy of the elbow joint.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, a continuous estimation model of upper limb joint angles by using sEMG and deep learning method was studied. An LSTM neural network model was established based on the temporal information of the upper limb movement, which had a lower angle error than the MLP model. In the data collection process, the upper limbs were not restrained, so the subjects could move freely according to their own motion strategies. Compared with the exoskeleton collection method, the influence of mechanical reaction forces on human movement was removed. Such a form is conducive to the study of the actual movement of the human body itself. It can fundamentally reduce the interference of mechanical equipment on the movement of the human body and to achieve better man-machine coupling.
Although only 5 tasks were designed in this paper, these exercises with strong rehabilitation guidance, rather than allowing all the movements of upper limbs [2] . Only able-bodied subjects were studied in this paper. Mirror-image therapy is based on the movement of the healthy side controlling the affected side during rehabilitation of stroke patients. Due to site limitations and safety considerations, it is difficult for stroke patients to directly participate in this experiment. Most stroke patients are hemiplegic, mainly showing severe motor dysfunction on the affected side of the upper limb and less effect on the nonaffected side [40] [41] [42] . Therefore, it is helpful to study the upper limb movement of able-bodied subjects in the mirror-image treatment of stroke patients.
According to Fig. 9 , table 4 and table 5 , the model fit performance of the compound tasks was lower than that of the touch tasks. The experimental results show that the main error appears in the Z-Y plane. The main reason for this is that after the contact of the human body with the steering wheel, the reaction force of the contact on the upper limbs changes the movement state of the upper limbs [43] . Affected by contact with objects and fine movements, the human body makes multijoint coordination adjustments in a short time. For example, in the executing part of driving simulation, the subject adjusts the height of the elbow joint through shoulder abduction. This motion strategy directly affects the angle of shoulder abduction and elbow flexion. When taking objects, subjects adjust their shoulder rotation to aim at the target, and elbow flexion and shoulder forward flexion coordinate with each other. These dynamic adjustments resulted in more abrupt changes in the angular motion of each joint during the compound task that makes the angular motion difficult to fit. Therefore, in the process of complex movement fitting, not only the timing information but also the cooperative mode of muscles should be considered. In future work, the motion coordination strategy will be considered to improve the estimation accuracy of the model for complex motion.
Compared to the trigger control of therapy and rehabilitation robot platform that we established in our previous work [44] , continuous upper limb motion estimation can realize the trajectory planning of the manipulator. Meanwhile, it can effectively avoid the space motion interference between the manipulator and human arm, which can make the manmachine coupling more safety. In the future work, we will apply the proposed model to rehabilitation robots for mirrorimage therapy.
VI. CONCLUSION
Continuous control of rehabilitation robots based on sEMG has been widely studied. Current models of upper limb three-dimensional estimation either simplify movement into two-dimensional movement or are too complex. In this paper, a simple, structured, multijoint, continuous estimation model based on LSTM was proposed. Three-dimensional motion of the upper shoulder elbow joint with 4 degrees of freedom was studied. Seven healthy subjects performed five motion tasks, which are common actions in daily life, including shoulder abduction, shoulder forward flexion, finger-nose, driving simulation and fetching an object. The MLP model was used to compare the models in this paper. The estimated accuracy of the model for touch tasks was R 2 = 0.9171, and it was 0.8109 for compound tasks. There was a 13.57% reduction in RSME in the proposed model compared to that of the MLP model. The results show that the model in this paper has sufficient model fit precision for touch tasks and a good fit for compound activities with high time variability.
In future work, we will study the cooperative mode of the upper limb to improve the estimation accuracy of the model for complex tasks and apply them to mirror-image therapy rehabilitation robots.
